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SMART MARINA

PROJECT LEADERS
OPENING WORDS
Author: Lennart Joelsson
Smart Marina is now at the finish line! When we at ÅUAB in the
spring of 2017 were asked by our then Minister of Trade and
Industry Camilla Gunell and Interreg Central Baltic´s
coordinator Ester Laurell if we at ÅUAB would run an EU project,
I first said no, but during a boat holiday that summer I knocked
on the door of the harbour owners and asked if they were
interested in being part of a development project that also
includes investments. I received an incredibly positive
response and the board of ÅUAB gave me a GO in the autumn of
2017 and to act as a Lead Partner. Creating the project and its
structure in this size took a good while, with experience from
large projects, we decided the most suitable form is to build
this project with a structure like building a hotel with 30+
different rooms. We structured the project as a construction
project where each port became unique. The parties as
supervisors with purchasing function and ÅUAB as central unit
with overall financial control.

New Jetty at Vargata, Photo Annica Grönlund

When we started the project with 30+ harbours, many said that
it is too big, you can´t do this. You have no financial resources,
etc. We have now done this together with very talented
employees and Partners. The financial reporting and follow-up
was also structured as a major construction project where
each port and Partner has its own financing. In this way, we
were able to run a project worth over EUR 8 million with
working capital of only EUR 300,000. As a Financial Controller,
Kairi has done a huge job, her monitoring file has given the
project team a very close financial follow-up.
Elina and Annica have managed the communication work and
the project has really been seen in all media. Rick and Annica
have helped me with purchasing and we had a hectic time
when the periods that were possible for purchasing and
realization had to be coordinated with the harbours´season. The
project has carried out many public procurments, more than
50, and no complaints were received against the procurements.
Without our partners who had the role of supervisor/purchaser
in this construction project, this would not have been possible.
Thank you Rasmus, Anders, Pia, Emil, Hedwig, Sven for a very
well done job. Not everything turned out to be 100% as we
thought, there was a pandemic that caused travel restrictions,
this resulted in an extension of the project and that the port
host training and exchange of experience with other guest
ports in Europe was partially eliminated.
Thank you to everyone who has been involved and made this
possible!
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Smart Marina Final Conference, Photo Michael
Taevs

Smart Marina Film, Photo James Holm

SMART MARINA

OUR HARBORS
Öregrund Guest Harbour
Grisslehamn Guest Harbour
Fejan Guest Harbour
Rindö Guest Harbour
Uvmarö Guest Harbour
Fyrudden Guest Harbour
Burgsvik Guest Harbour
Käringsund Guest Harbor
Havsvidden Guest Harbour
Hamnsundet Guest Harbour

Kastelholm Guest Harbour
Vargata Guest Harbour
Mariehamns Seglarförening MSF
Rödhamn Guest Harbour
Brudhäll Guest Harbour
Glada Laxen
Kumlinge Guest Harbour
Seglinge Guest Harbour
Jurmo Guest Harbour
Gullvivan Guest Harbour
Skärgårdscentrum Korpoström

Kirjais Marina
Brännskär Guest Harbour
Stenskär Guest Harbour
Högsåra Farmors Café
Högsåra Rumpan Bar
Barösund Guest Harbour
Baggö Guest Harbour
Kärdla Guest Harbour
Roograhu Guest Harbour
Orjaku Guest Harbour
Soela Guest Harbour

Website to these harbors can be found on page 11
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ÅLAND

ÅLANDS UTVECKLINGS AB
Author: Annica Grönlund&
Lennart Joelsson
The 13 guest harbours in the Åland Islands
have done their investments and are ready
for the coming season. Project Manager
and Communication Manager have worked
intensively to get all investments ready
before 31.1.2021.
The joint procurements that ÅUAB worked
on to reduce prices and give the same
opportunity to all ports have now been
used by several ports and also by our
Partners. Floating jetties, drinking
water treatment, sewage treatment, solar
power solutions, safety systems,
electric, water pedestals and black water
pumps have been delivered.
In the guest harbour Glada Laxen on Bärö,
Kumlinge, a new service building has been
completed in 2019. The service building
included toilets, showers, accessible toilet,
sauna, laundry facilities and a harbour
office. A new sewage treatment plant and
drinking water treatment were also built for
the service building.
At Kumlinge Guest Harbour, a new service
building was built in 2019, also containing
new showers, toilets, accessible
bathrooms laundry and sauna. A new black
water pump and drinking water
purification system has been installed.
In Seglinge Guest Harbour, Kumlinge,
reconstruction work has been carried out.
Among other things, the piers have been
renovated, parts of the harbour office and
installation of electricity on the jetties.
Vargata, Käringsund, Jurmo and Gullvivan
received new floating jetties from Svenska
Pontonhamnar. The harbours also invested
in new electrical pedestals.
Jumo Guest Harbour has renovated the
jetties and the service building. They have
also installed new electric pedestals, as
well as water treatment filter.
Kastelholm renovated their showers,
changed buoys and mooring pillars,
installed security system and an outdoor
grill.

MSF has installed a new concrete jetty
with electrical pedestals and Y-bars
during the summer of 2019, which is
incredibly popular among the guests.
PROCUREMENT
Smart Marina has a lot of procurements
to cover all areas of the project. The
procurements concern everything from
bridges to booking systems. Below are
some procurements listed:

Vargata, electrical pedestals, photo Annica Grönlund

Smart Marina has worked with many
procurements to cover all areas in the
project. The procurements concern
everything from jetties to solar energy
systems. Below are some procurements
that are being evaluated in 2020:
-Jetties
-Defibrillators
-Floating saunas
-Harbour signs
-Playground for children
-Control of Investments
-Smart Marina Final Conference
-Smart Marina Film
Projects that have been ongoing during
the period:
-Smart Marina mobile application
-Harbour signs (30 harbours)
-Guest Harbour manuals (all guest
harbours)
-Sauna/bastu at Brudhäll
-Grill house at Seglinge.
-Smart Marina Film
-New jetty at Vargata
-Electrical pedestals
-Garbage house Gullvivan
-Smart Marina Final Conference 20.1.2021

Rödhamn service building, photo Annica Grönlund

Communication Manager has worked
together with partners, Seastop and guest
harbours with the two boat fairs Vene
2020 in Helsinki and Allt för sjön 2020 in
Stockholm .

Smart Marina mobile application
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FINLAND

NOVIA
Author: Rasmus Karlsson

New
Rasmus
solarKarlsson,
power plant
Project
on Stenskär.
Manager

The summer went by, and what a
summer it was! During
spring it was unclear whether
harbours would be able to open their
berths to visitors at all for the
summer of 2020. It turned out to be a
great summer for boating and many
harbours saw record numbers of
visitors. The Smart Marina
nvestments made in service
capacity were put to the test and
were certainly appreciated by both
harbour owners and visitors.
Particularly I am thinking of the
renewal of several jetties that we
have made, as well as increased
waste container- and toilet
capacity at many locations.
Since our last newsletter, two more
solar power plants
have been installed in the Finnish
harbours, and another one is
underway, bringing the total amount
to five plants and an installed panel
effect of 92 kWp. The service building
in Kirjais was finalized and have been
receiving guests during the summer.
The greatly anticipated jetty capacity
increase was installed in Barösund
guest harbour in August.

New jetties in Barösund.

Modular Sauna – Cafébryggan.

In Korpoström the laundry facilities
were renewed with new washingmachines and from now on also an
area where boaters can wash their
dishes. The at times very muddy path
between the harbour and the service
buildings on Brännskär was
improved and, as a final measure,
some lighting will be installed along
the path. At the same time, a
beach-volley court was prepared. At
Cafébryggan on Högsåra a kind of
special, angled boat booms designed
for the location were installed, and
with some improvement seem to be a
working concept. Modular service
buildings were also delivered.
Unfortunately, only the toilet module
arrived in time for the season
but this novel concept for guest
harbours seem to have been working
well!

We are looking forward to
experience how the shower- and
sauna modules are working
next season. We have also
acquired AED devices for
Skärgårdscentrum Korpoström
and Cafébryggan.
Unfortunately, we have not been
able to arrange any
study trips or training due to
travel restrictions, but instead
we have been able to
concentrate our efforts on
information and digitalization.
We have put a lot of work into
our information boards with
harbour maps that now have
been delivered to the harbours
and will be mounted by next
boating season. The Finnish
harbours were also
photographed for our new
harbour application this
summer. We are now very happy
to launch the application that I
am confident will bring added
value to harbour visitors.
We are now moving steadily
towards the end of the
project with most investments
done and only some finalization
left. There is still some
documentation and reporting to
do so that everything done in the
project can be followed up and
checked afterwards. We are now
looking forward to the final
conference to be held in January,
to again be able to show our fine
project results!
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SVERIGE

ÖSTHAMMAR KOMMUN
Author: Anders Johnsson
ÖREGRUND

Anders Johnsson, Project Manager

The Smart Marina project is coming to an
end and the winter is coming. Boating in
Sweden this very different Pandemia year
started very early on and went on with
visitors in the harbors until end of
October. Guest Harbour Öregrund
reported about the same number boat
visitors as last summer even though this
summer Boat week and Power boat parade
with the weekly boat race and market was
cancelled. The big difference was that the
share of foreign boats was very
little.

We have been working on reinforcing
the old pier and a slight pier extension.
We have also finalized building works
for a new local small market shop and
a newly built restaurant in the harbor.
The new restaurant and the local
market shop, will open April 1st.
Rindo

New harbor sign has been posted next
to the guest harbour and restaurant
Batteriet. The largest impact from the
project over all, is that there is now, a
The new part of the guest harbour is
well functioning guest harbor at Rindö
reported to have been very popular and
frequently used. The new wave breaker in harbour. We renovated the service
Öregrund have been a great improvement building, installed new walking
gangways to the docks, installed a new
for the harbour, blocking out undesired
kayak (launch spot) dock and water jet
wave impact. Its now a lot more
comfortable to be a guest in the harbor. The docks. All investments have worked
new wave breaker is doing an excellent job. out great. The latest investment in the
new 70 meter berth have proved to
Two new information signs are now
work out fine and the dock is already
installed in the harbour. The general
filling up with boats.
impression when talking to locals is that
they are really happy with the extension
and improvement of their ”jewel” of
harbour.
GRISSLEHAMN

Rindö

Reinforcementsof the existing pier

Also at Grisslehamns Marina the
improvement for the harbour with the new
wave breaker has been significant. - Its like
a completely new harbour the owner and
many of the boat guests have said
this summer. Mostly swedes have been
visiting the harbor this year. A normal year
the foreign share is about 10%, but this
Pandemia years we had only 3 foreign
boats during all season. Re arranging
the berths have given the harbour greater
depth and thereby made it possible
for larger vessels to visit the harbour. Some
spots in the new guest harbour will, from
next season, be connected to an on-line
booking system provided by Dockspot. The
fast internet access with fibre connections
has lead to significant performance
improvement both for the Marina and
camping ground, essential for the over all
development of this destination.
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SVERIGE

VALDEMARSVIKS KOMMUN
Author: Emil Selse
The municipality of Valdemarsvik is
responsible project partner for the guest
harbours in Burgsvik, Fyrudden and
Uvmarö. The investments for Valdemarsvik
came late – for Fyrudden in period 4, for
Burgsvik in period 5 and Uvmarö in period
5 and 6. Burgsvik is located on the
southwestern part of Gotland. With
assistance of Smart Marina,
FYRUDDEN
Fyrudden is located outside Valdemarsvik,
next to the main waterway in the Gryt
archipelago. Fyrudden is located outside
Valdemarsvik, next to the main waterway
in the Gryt archipelago. The harbour is
owned by the municipality and is the main
hub out to the archipelago with fossil free
public transportation both on land and
water. A popular restaurant, ice cream bar
and grocery store is placed in the harbour
area, which has now expanded thanks to
Smart Marina. A new jetty of 120 meters
including y-booms is in place with room
for additional 20 boats. The new 60-meter
wave breaker makes the guest harbour
calm and nice for all sorts of boats, good
also for those going there just for refuelling
or handling toilet waste. Signage in the
harbour has been replaced thanks to
Smart Marina, and the traffic situation as
well as the waste management will be
improved for 2021 in order to fulfil all Blue
Flag requirements. Fyrudden usually have
a lot of foreign guest, which was not the
case in 2020. Swedish guest increased
though.

BURGSVIK
Burgsvik harbour is located on the
southwestern part of Gotland, a kilometre
outside the picturesque village. It is
privately-owned and is now, thanks to
Smart Marina, expanding and
modernizing the harbour. A new jetty of
120 meters including y-booms and a
wave breaker was in place just before the
summer of 2020. Adjacent to the jetty, a
pier is widened and nicely renovated, and
a service building is completely
renovated which now includes a harbour
office and a new payment machine. All
electricity and lights in the harbour has
been replaced and the harbour have
been working a lot to fulfil all
requirements for Blue Flag in 2021.
The harbour was popular in 2020, adding
40% of visitors compared to 2019 despite
of Corona effect. According to the harbour
manager, they probably had real spies as
visitors as well.

Burgsvik, new jetty in July 2020

UVMARÖ
Uvmarö harbour is privately owned
harbour positioned north of Fyrudden in
the main waterway in the S:t Anna
archipelago. Thanks to Smart Marina the
harbour is going from a place to go and
eat or have your boat during winter, to a
full-service guest harbour with
restaurant and farm shop. The new jetty
with about 20 new places came in place
for summer 2020, as well as a solar power
plant on the main building. Work is still
ongoing until the end of 2020, and for
next season a completely new service
building including facilities and a sauna
will be in place as well as a new harbour
office. The harbour will fulfil all criteria
for Blue Flag in 2021.

New harbour sign at Fyrudden

Uvmarö became a new popular stop for
boaters in 2020. The number of boats in
the guest harbour increased by 100%,
even if the service hous nor harbour
office was not in place.

Uvmarö, new jetty
6SMART MARINA
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SVERIGE

THE ARCHIPELAGO FOUNDATION
OF STOCKHOLM COUNTY
Author: Pia Berg
Despite, or possibly thanks to, the
current pandemic, boating over the past
summer has been more active than
ever. This has also been noticed on
Fejan.

Pia Berg, Project Manager

The newly built harbour basin can now
provide shelter for all winds and the
harbour has been very well visited. The
restaurant has, of course, been a
drawcard, but the new, safer harbour
has certainly made visitors happy to
spend a night or two here.
Two new floating piers, along with an
older reused pier, have created an
enbuilt harbour basin. The new electric
terminals and the possibility of
filling water have helped to improve the
service considerably.

One of the new floating piers with electric terminals.

Fejan´s new harbour, a little bit from above.

This very year it has not been possible
to travel between countries. Fejan's
strategic location right next to the
Sea of Åland has therefore perhaps not
played much role in visitor flows. But
when we are eventually free to visit our
neighbours on our own keel again, we
are convinced that Fejan will be an
obvious choice for those who are going
by boat/ sail to or from Åland and
Finland.
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ESTONIA

HIIUMAA
Author: Sven Kriggulson
Hiiumaa harbours have finished construction work in
all the participating marinas. In soela, a new service
house is built for client service and administrative
purposes. In Orjaku Marina also a new service building
including sauna and laundry facilities is ready. In
Orjaku the main pier reconstruction was ready during
spring 2020. The reconstruction safeguards the
access to mooring places in the harbor.
The popularity of Estonian guest marinas is growing
year after year and each season new sailors from
Finland, Sweden and other Baltic sea countries
visit our marinas. Thus, it is essential to offer first
class service and conditions to meet our customer´s
expectations and to give positive visiting-experience.
Investments into safe mooring and service facilities
are the first and the most important things that our
clients appreciate. Together with supporting
investments, international marketing events and
transnational cooperation the service and conditions
are respected more and more.

Kärdla Guest Harbour Photo James Holm

In Kärdla electric devices charging station was created
together with zero-carbon emission e-bikes.
Most challenging part with investments is to create
interest for contracting. It has been very difficult to
find qualified contractors while keeping the
investment in the range of budget.
Most interesting and valuable is meeting new people
and studying different practices in various locations.
Small boat marinas can be very different in size,
scope, infrastructure and services and that is what
makes it interesting.

Kärdla Guest Harbour Photo: James Holm

Orjaku Guest Harbour Photo: James Holm
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SMART MARINAS ACTIVITIES 2020-2021
Author: Annica Grönlund
ACTIVITIES
The European Regional Development Fund has enabled Smart
Marina and the other Interreg Central Baltic project Seastop to
collaborate during the fair Vene/Båt in Helsinki on 7-16 February
and Allt för sjön in Stockholm on 6-12 March 2020. We had a joint
stand with more than 55 guest harbours. The attendance was good
and especially the Vene fair was very successful. In the middle of
Allt för sjön fair, we had to break the fair due to Covid-19.

SMART MARINA MOBILE APPLICATION
The Lead Partner team at Ålands Utvecklings Ab and Gitech
launched the Smart Marina mobile application during autumn
2020. The app is free to use, and include a 360-degree image
series of participating harbors. You download the Smart Marina
app at Apple store or Google Play.
DO YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE?
The project is incredibly large with many active partners! If you
want to know what is happening in the Smart Marina project, you
are very welcome to follow our project journey through:

STUDY

Website: www.smartmarina.eu

In the spring of 2020, Smart Marina would have visited Cork and
participated in the European Maritime Conference and also
visited two Blue Flag guest harbours in Cork, but unfortunately this
trip was canceled due to Covid-19. The vision is to get inspiration to
take home to their own guest harbours. This study was moved to
the autumn of 2020, but unfortunately, we had to cancel the study
visit due to Covid-19.

Facebook: www.facebook.com/smartmarina.eu

HARBOR HOST EDUCATION

Instagram: www.instagram.com/smartmarina.eu

We mainly update the social media where it is easy for everyone
to follow the project's development and what is currently
happening right now in our fantastic harbors! Welcome!

During the autumn of 2020, some guest harbours will participate in
a Safety Training organized by Maritime Safety Center in
Mariehamn. The goal is to train guest harbour staff in various
security and port host parts that belong to a guest harbour´s daily
operations. The training sessions start as soon as we get the goahead for Covid-19The goal is to educate harbor personnel in
various security and harbor areas that are part of a guest harbor's
daily activities. Training sessions start in early April and extend all
the way in until the end of June. During the training, the
participants will have the opportunity to practice boats and
handling, cardiac initiation, rescue exercises as well as exercises in
posting and sailing. The course is offered free of charge for the
participating ports in the Smart Marina (two people per port).
BLUE FLAG CERTIFICATION JUNE 2020
in the Åland Islands have the follwing harbours received Blue Flag
certification; Glada Laxens Guest Harbor, Kastelholm Guest Harbor,
Käringsund Marina, Brudhäll Guest Harbour and MSF Guest Harbor.
SMART MARINA FINAL CONFERENCE 2021
We have arranged a Smart Marina Final Conference in the Åland
Islands on 20 January 2021.
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PARTNER CONTACTS
LEAD PARTNER, ÅLAND UTVECKLINGS AB, ÅLAND
Lennart Joelsson, Projektledare och strategisk expert
Kairi Jõesalu, Finanschef
Annica Grönlund, Kommunikationschef
Cecilia Jansson, styrelsemedlem
Helena Flöjt, styrgruppsmedlem
www.smartmarina.eu / www.auab.ax

lennart@smartmarina.eu / lennart.joelsson@auab.ax
kairi@smartmarina.eu / kairi.joesalu@auab.ax
annica@smartmarina.eu
helena.flojt-josefsson@regeringen.ax

PARTNER 2, VALDEMARSVIKS KOMMUN, SVERIGE
Emil Selse, projektledare
Carl Hamilton, Skärgårdsutvecklare
Ted Starkås, styrgruppsmedlem
http://www.valdemarsvik.se

emil.selse@valdemarsvik.se
carl.hamilton@valdemarsvik.se
ted.starkas@valdemarsvik.se

PARTNER 3, ÖSTHAMMAR KOMMUN, SVERIGE
Anders Johnsson, Projektledare
Stefan Edelsvärd, styrgruppsmedlem
www.osthammar.se / www.smartmarina.se

anders@smartmarina.eu/ anders.johnsson@osthammar.se
stefan.edelsvard@osthammar.se

PARTNER 4, SKÄRGÅRDSSTIFTELSEN, SVERIGE
Pia Berg, Projektledare
Jonas Berg, styrgruppsmedlem
skargardsstiftelsen.se

pia@smartmarina.eu / pia.berg@skargardsstiftelsen.se
jonas.berg@skargardsstiftelsen.se

PARTNER 5, NOVIA, FINLAND
Rasmus Karlsson, Projektledare
Marianne Fred, styrgruppsmedlem
www.novia.fi

rasmus@smartmarina.eu / rasmus.karlsson@novia.fi
marianne.fred@novia.fi

PARTNER 6, HIIU KOMMUN, ESTLAND
Sven Kriggulson, Projektledare
Reili Rand, styrgruppsmedlem
www.hiiuvald.ee

sven@marina.kardla.ee
reili@hiiuvald.ee

ASSOCIATED PARTNERS
Nordiska Skärgårdssamarbetet
Företagsam Skärgård
Ålands Natur&Miljö

www.smartmarina.eu

www.skargardssamarbetet.org
www.skargarden.ax
www.natur.ax

smartmarina.eu

smartmarina.interreg
Smart Marina Information and Interest Group
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GUEST HARBOR WEBSITES
LEAD PARTNER/PARTNER 1, ÅLANDS UTVECKLINGS AB, ÅLAND
www.hotellgullvivan.com
Gullvivan
www.gladalaxen.com
Glada Laxen
www.havsvidden.com/sv-se/hamn-bad-bastu/g-a-sthamn
Havsvidden Gästhamn
www.hamnsundet.ax
Hamnsundet Gästhamn
www.jurmo.ax/hamn.html
Jurmo Gästhamn
www.brudhall.com
Brudhäll Gästhamn
www.facebook.com/KastelholmsGasthamn
Kastelholm Gästhamn
www.kumlingestugor.com/
Kumlinge Gästhamn
www.gasthamn.ax
Mariehamns Seglarförening
www.segel.ax/hamnar/rodhamn
Rödhamn Gästhamn
www.seglinge.ax/index.php/sv/seglingehamnen
Seglinge Gästhamn
www.karingsundsgasthamn.ax
Käringsunds Gästhamn
www.facebook.com/vargatabrygga
Vargata Wikens Wänner r.f.
PARTNER 2, VALDEMARSVIKS KOMMUN, SWEDEN
www.fyrudden.se/hamn
Fyrudden Gästhamn
www.uvmarohamn.se
Uvmarö Gästhamn
www.gotland.net/plats/burgsviks-gasthamn
Burgsvik Gästhamn
PARTNER 3, ÖSTHAMMAR KOMUN, SWEDEN / www.smartmarina.se
www.oregrundsbatklubb.se/hamnar/oregrund
Öregrund Gästhamn
www.grisslehamnsmarina.se
Grisslehamn Gästhamn
www.rindohamn.se
Rindö Gästhamn
PARTNER 4, SKÄRGÅRDSSTIFTELSEN, SWEDEN
www.skargardsstiftelsen.se/omrade/fejan
Fejan
PARTNER 5, NOVIA UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES, FINLAND
www.baggomarina.com
Baggö Marina
www.brannskar.fi
Brännskär Guest Harbour
www.farmorscafe.fi
Högsåra Farmors Café
Högsåra Rumpan Bar
www.facebook.com/KirjaisBybutikMarina
Kirjais
www.skargardscentrum.fi/hamn
Skärgårdsc. Korpoström
www.stenskar.fi/sv/gaestbrygga
Stenskär
http://www.ravintola-scola.fi/se/gästhamn
Barösund
PARTNER 6, HIIUMAA, ESTONIA
Kärdla Marina
Soela Sadam
Orjaku Sadam
Roograhu Sadam
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www.kardlamarina.ee
www.soelasadam.ee
www.orjaku.ee/sadam
www.roograhu.ee

